REPORTER TURKEY
We have an open position for a reporter to cover the Turkish energy markets from Istanbul.
Montel-Foreks seeks a Istanbul-based reporter to cover the Turkish power and gas markets in Turkish
and English, as well as political and regulatory developments, linked to the wider European and global
energy complex.
The reporter will join Montel-Foreks’s Turkey-based correspondent in our Turkish-language news
service. The position is open to both junior and more experienced reporters looking to develop their
journalism skills and energy markets competence in a busy newswire environment.
Main duties and skills required
• Understanding the fundamentals of Turkish power and gas markets
• Minimum 1 year experience in the field
• Delivering high-quality copy and some experience covering Turkish power and/or related markets
would be an advantage.
• Native level fluency in Turkish and professional proficiency in English, as the positions will involve
translations of news between both languages.
• Solid knowledge of the political processes at all levels in Turkey.
Terms
Start-up date: as soon as possible
Please send a CV and covering letter by in English by 30 November: info@montelforeks.com
If you have any queries regarding this position, contact:
Nazlı Naseh, Editor (+905337756855)
About Montel-Foreks
MontelForeks – with headquarters in Istanbul – provides independent, accurate, balanced, and
indispensable market-moving news in Turkish power and gas markets.
With real-time and historical data from across the fast-moving power and fuels markets – including
gas, oil, and coal – we are at the forefront of developments, and can keep you ahead of the curve.
About the partners:
Dragon, is a Turkey-based boutique advisory firm involved in energy trade and finance. The company
has been advising for a number of local and international clients in power trading, business
development and financing.
Foreks, is a Swiss-Turkish joint-venture established in 1990. The company has headquarters in
Istanbul, and offices in İzmir and Ankara. Foreks supplies financial data, news and information,
including delayed and real-time stock market data to private and corporate clients.
Montel, established in Oslo in 1989 – is an information provider for the European power and energy
markets, with customers in more than 30 countries. The backbone of our business – Montel Online –
contains independent market-moving, multi-commodity news, power and fuel prices from all major
European exchanges and brokers, charting tools, and price-driving fundamentals.

